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ABSTRACT
A stronger foundation for earlier work on the effects of number scaling, and local mathematics is described.
Emphasis is placed on the effects of scaling on coordinate systems. Effects of scaling are represented by a scalar
field, θ, that appears in gauge theories as a spin zero boson. Gauge theory considerations led to the concept of
local mathematics, as expressed through the use of universes,
⋃
x, as collections of local mathematical systems
at each point, x, of a space time manifold, M . Both local and global coordinate charts are described. These map
M into either local or global coordinate systems within a universe or between universes, respectively. The lifting
of global expressions of nonlocal physical quantities, expressed by space and or time integrals or derivatives on
M , to integrals or derivatives on coordinate systems, is described.
The assumption of local mathematics and universes makes integrals and derivatives, onM or on global charts,
meaningless. They acquire meaning only when mapped into a local universe. The effect of scaling, by including
the effect of θ into the local maps, is described. The lack of experimental evidence for θ so far shows that the
coupling constant of θ to matter fields must be very small compared to the fine structure constant. Also the
gradient of θ must be very small in the local region of cosmological space and time occupied by us as observers.
So far, there are no known restrictions on θ or its gradient in regions of space and/or time that are far away
from our local region.
Keywords: Local mathematics, Number scaling, Scalar boson field, Local and global coordinate charts and
integrals
1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation for this work originates from Wigner’s famous paper, ”The unreasonable effectiveness of mathe-
matics in the natural sciences”,1 and comments about the ideas implied by the paper.2–4 This work has inspired
others to investigate this problem from different angles.5, 6 It also inspired attempts by this author to work
towards a coherent theory of mathematics and physics together.7, 8
A possible opening in this direction was the observation that in gauge theories, one starts with separate
vector spaces at each point in space time.9 Matter fields, ψ, take values, ψ(x), in the vector space at location x.
The freedom of basis choice in the vector spaces, based on the work of Yang and Mills,10 led to the use of gauge
group transformations to relate states in the different vector spaces. One result of this work was the development
of the standard model, which has been so successful in physics.
This work was extended by the observation that it is worth exploring consequences of replacing the one set of
complex scalars, associated with all the vector spaces, by separate sets of complex scalars associated with each
space time point. Extension of the freedom of basis choice in the vector spaces to include freedom of number
scaling, led to the presence of a new spin 0 scalar field, θ, in gauge theories.11–13
Number scaling is based on the description of the different types of mathematical systems as structures.14, 15
These consist of a base set of elements, and sets of basic operations, relations and constants that satisfy a relevant
set of axioms. Number values can be scaled, provided the basic operations are scaled appropriately.16
The basic ideas behind the extension of gauge theories were expanded by first noting that other types of num-
bers, from the natural numbers to the real numbers, can be defined as substructures of the complex numbers.
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The fact that complex or other types of numbers are part of the description of many types of mathematical sys-
tems, vector spaces, algebras, groups, etc., led to the description of local collections or universes of mathematical
systems at each point of a space and time manifold, M . Consequences of this assumption of local mathematics
for theoretical descriptions of nonlocal physical properties were described. The effect of number scaling on these
properties and the resulting restrictions on the properties of the scalar field, θ, were discussed.11–13
This work expands the earlier work by paying more attention to the effects of coordinate charts that map
M onto space and time structures in the individual universes. The lifting of the description of nonlocal physical
properties, such as space and time integrals or derivatives based on M, to those based on the space and time
structures in the universes, is described.
The work is organized by first giving, in section 2, a brief summary of the extension of gauge theories to
include the effects of number scaling. This is followed by a description of local universes, section 3. Included are
descriptions of some general properties, of the universes, relations of observers to the universes, gauge theories in
the universes, and maps between structures in different universes. Section 4 describes the effects of the presence
of local universes on space and/or time integrals. Both global and local descriptions are included.
So far the effects of scaling on the integrals have not been included in the local universes, This is taken care
of in the next section. A final discussion section completes the paper.
2. GAUGE THEORY CONSIDERATIONS
As noted, gauge theory considerations were the original motivation for earlier work and for this work. In gauge
theories one starts with vector spaces, V¯x, at each point, x of a space time manifold, M .
9 Fields, ψ, are maps
from M, to points in the vector spaces where, for each point, x, in M, ψ(x) is a vector in V¯x.
Derivatives, ∂x,µψ/∂
µ
x , of the field at x in the direction µ, expressed as
∂x,µψ
∂µx
= lim
∆xµ→0
ψ(x+∆xµ)− ψ(x)
∆xµ
, (1)
do not make sense. The reason is that ψ(x + ∆xµ) and ψ(x) are in distinct vector spaces, V¯x+∆xµ and V¯x.
Subtraction of vectors is not defined for vectors in different spaces. It is defined only for vectors in the same
space.
This problem is well known.9, 17 It is remedied by introducing a unitary gauge operator Ux,x+∆xµ that maps
ψ(x+∆xµ) in V¯x+∆xµ into a vector, Ux,x+∆xµψ(x+∆x
µ) in V¯x. The map also accounts for the freedom of basis
choice of vectors in the neighboring vector spaces, an idea originally proposed by Yang Mills10 for isospin vector
spaces and extended by Utiyama18 to n dimensional spaces. The resulting covariant derivative, Dµ,xψ, is given
by
Dµ,xψ = lim
∆xµ→0
Ux,x+∆xµψ(x+∆x
µ)− ψ(x)
∆xµ
. (2)
The earlier work11–13 begins with this description of covariant derivatives in gauge theories. It is noted that
only one common complex, scalar field, C¯ is associated with the different vector spaces V¯x. This seems strange,
especially since the basic axiomatic description of vector spaces includes scalar fields. This suggested an extension
of gauge theories by replacing the one common scalar field by local scalar fields, C¯x, associated with V¯x for each
x in M .
This change results in the expansion of the gauge group U(n) for n dimensional fields and vector spaces
to GL(1, R) × U(n). This adds an extra factor into the expression for the covariant derivative. The operator
Ux,x+∆xµ in Eq. 2 is replaced by Rx,x+∆xµUx,x+∆xµ. The factor, Rx,x+∆xµ, maps numbers in C¯x+∆xµ to numbers
in C¯x just as Ux,x+∆xµ maps vectors in V¯x+∆xµ to vectors in V¯x. As will be noted shortly Rx,x+∆xµ acts on
vectors as well as on scalars.
The usual use of gauge theories in physics and in the standard model already implicitly includes the operator
Rx,x+∆xµ for the special case that this operator is the identity operator. This means that Rx,x+∆xµc(x+∆x
µ)
is the same number value in C¯x as c(x+∆x
µ) is in C¯x+∆xµ . For this case, replacement of the one set of complex
numbers, C¯ by local ones, C¯x at each point has no effect.
However this is a special case of a more general effect. Just as the gauge operator, Ux,x+∆xµ differs from the
identity to account for the freedom of basis choice in the vector spaces, the operator, Rx,x+∆xµ can differ from
the identity to take account of the freedom of scaling of the complex numbers.
2.1 Number scaling
The possibility that numbers can be scaled is based on the mathematical logical definition of different types of
mathematical systems as model structures.14, 15 These structures consist of a base set of elements, a few basic
operations, none or a few basic relations, and a few constants. The properties of the structures must be such
that the set of axioms, that are relevant to the system type being discussed, must be true. This description holds
for all types of numbers, vector spaces, algebras groups, and many other system types.
As examples, the structure for complex numbers is given by
C¯ = {C,±,×,÷, 0, 1}. (3)
Here C is the set of base elements as complex number values, and 0 and 1 are constants. The operations have
their intended meaning. The structure, C¯ must satisfy the axioms for an algebraically closed field of characteristic
0.19
The structure for (normed) vector spaces, V¯ , is given by
V¯ = {V,±, ·, || − ||, ψ} (4)
Here V is a base set of vectors, · denotes scalar vector multiplication, || − || denotes the norm, and ψ denotes
an arbitrary vector. it is not a constant. If the norm is derived from an inner product, 〈−,−〉 and the space is
complete in the norm, then V¯ is a Hilbert space.20
H¯ = {H,±, ·, 〈−,−〉, ψ} (5)
Here and in what follows, structures are distinguished from base sets by an overline. Thus C¯ is a structure with
C a base set.
The possibility of number scaling is based on the observation that complex number structures can be scaled
by an arbitrary real number, r 6= 0, and still preserve the truth of the relevant axioms. The scaled structure C¯r
is defined by
C¯r = {Cr,+r,−r,×r,÷r, 0r, 1r} = {rC,+,−,
×
r
, r÷, 0, r}. (6)
The first representation of C¯r differs from C¯ in Eq. 3 by the presence of the subscript r on each of the components.
The subscript, r, indicates that the components of C¯r are scaled by a factor, r, relative to the unscaled
components of C¯. Details of the scaling are shown by the second representation of C¯r. This representation shows
the components of C¯r in terms of the unscaled components in C¯. For example, multiplication in C¯r corresponds
to multiplication in C¯ divided by r, and division in C¯r corresponds to division in C¯ times r. Also the number
values that are zero and the identity in the first representation of C¯r correspond to the number values 0 and r
in the second representation. Addition and subtraction are unaffected by scaling.
The choice of the scaling factors for the basic operations in C¯r is not arbitrary. They are chosen so that
C¯r satisfies the complex number axioms if and only if C¯ does. The proof that the definition of C¯r satisfies this
requirement is straight forward and will not be repeated here. As an example, the proof that r is the multiplicative
identity in C¯r if and only if 1 is the multiplicative identity in C¯ is given by the following equivalences:
1r ×r cr = cr ⇔ r
×
r
rc = rc⇔ 1× c = c. (7)
The first and second equations refer to the first and second representations of C¯r and the third refers to C¯.
The invariance of the truth of the relevant axioms under scaling is an important requirement. It follows from
this that complex analysis based on scaled complex numbers is equivalent to that based on unscaled numbers.
Equivalence means that every unscaled element in analysis has a corresponding scaled element in the scaled
number analysis, and conversely. Also the truth of equations in scaled analysis is preserved under mapping to
the corresponding equations in unscaled analysis. For example, for any analytic function, f, one has
fr(cr) = dr ⇔ rf(c) = rd⇔ f(c) = d. (8)
As was the case for Eq. 7, the first and second equations refer to the first and second representations of C¯r,
and the third one refers to C¯. These equivalences follow from the definition of analytic functions in terms of
convergent power series.16, 21 The same description also holds for real analysis as real numbers are scaled in a
similar fashion.
Complex number scaling has an effect on vector spaces in general and on Hilbert spaces as a specific example.
The components of a scaled vector space structure, V¯ r are given by
V¯ r = {Vr,+r,−r, ·r, || − ||r, ψr} = {rV,+,−,
·
r
, || − ||, rψ}. (9)
Here the norm, in V¯ of a vector, rψ with r > 0, is assumed to satisfy, ||rψ|| = r||ψ||. The righthand representation
of V¯ r shows the representation of the components of V¯ r in terms of those of V¯ . The corresponding representations
of complex number structures, C¯r, and C¯, are associated with the two representations of V¯ r.
For Hilbert spaces the scaled structures are given by
H¯r = {Hr,+r,−r, ·r, 〈ψr , φr〉r, ψr} = {rH,+,−,
·
r
,
〈rψ, rφ〉
r
, rψ}. (10)
The righthand representation of H¯r shows the representation of components of the scaled structure in terms of
those of the unscaled H¯. As was the case for complex numbers, the scaled structures satisfy the relevant axioms
if and only if the unscaled structures do.∗
The scaling of vector spaces, Eq. 9, affects the covariant derivative in Eq. 2. This follows from the replacement
of the vector spaces V¯x by scaled vector spaces V¯
rx
x where rx is a real positive space time dependent scaling
factor. In this case the action of the operator, Rx,x+∆xµ becomes multiplication by the positive real number,
rx,x+∆xµ = rx+∆xµ/rx.
The space time dependence of the scaling factor can be represented by a scalar field, θ(x), as
rx = e
θ(x). (11)
In this case the factor, Rx,x+∆xµ in the covariant derivative becomes multiplication by e
Aµ(x)∆x
µ
. Here the
vector field, ~A(x), is the gradient of θ(x).
Note that the value of θ(x) has no effect on physics. The effect on physics is limited to the gradient of θ, or
differences between the values of θ(x) at different points of space and time.
Use of this extension of the covariant derivative with the requirement that all Lagrangians be invariant under
local U(n) gauge transformations, as is done in the usual development of gauge theories, gives the result that
the field θ is a spin 0 scalar boson. There are no restrictions on whether or not the boson has mass.
The fact that, so far, one cannot make a definite association of θ(x) to any existing or proposed scalar field
in physics, places some limitations on the properties of the field. One is that the ratio of the coupling constant
for this field to fermion fields must be very small compared to the fine structure constant. This follows from the
fact that there is no evidence for an effect of θ in the very accurate description of experiments by QED.
Another restriction on θ is that the variation of θ(x) in the region of cosmological space and time occupied
by us, as intelligent observers, must be very small. However, there are no restrictions on the space and time
∗There is another representation of H¯r that limits scaling to just the complex numbers. For this representation the
right hand structure in Eq. 10 is replaced by {H,±, ·
r
, r〈ψ,φ〉, ψ}. This scaled representation is not used here because, for
n (and infinite) dimensional Hilbert spaces, this representation does not satisfy the well known equivalence, H¯r ∼= (C¯r)n.
It is assumed here that this equivalence also extends to normed vector spaces.
dependence of θ(x) at cosmological distances that are far away in space and or time from our local region.
Details are given in.12 Nevertheless there are many possible candidates for the physical description of θ. These
include the Higgs boson, the inflaton, quintessence, and other scalar fields that are proposed in the literature on
cosmology.23–25
3. LOCAL MATHEMATICAL UNIVERSES
So far, mathematical structures associated with each point, x ofM , have been described for the complex numbers
and vector spaces. This notion of local structures can be extended to many other types of mathematical systems.
It includes the natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, and real numbers as these can all be described as
substructures of the complex numbers. The local structures for these types of numbers are given explicitly by
N¯x = {Nx,+,×x, <x, 0x, 1x}
I¯x = {Ix,±x,×x, <x, 0x, 1x}
Rax = {Rax,±x,×x,÷x, <x, 0x, 1x}
R¯x = {Rx,±x,×x,÷x, <x, 0x, 1x}
C¯x = {Cx,±x,×x,÷x, 0x, 1x}
(12)
The concept of local structures can be extended to many other system types. These include all types of systems
that include numbers as scalars in their description. Included are vector spaces, algebras, group representations,
coordinate charts, and many other types of systems.
As a generic example, the local representation of a type S system at point x is given by
S¯x = {Sx, OpS,x, RelS,x,KS,x}. (13)
Here Sx is a base set of elements, OpS,x, RelS,x and KS,x denote sets of basic operations, relations and constants
for type S systems. This structure must also satisfy a set of axioms for type S systems. If the description of type
S systems involves other system types, as is the case for vector spaces, then local structures for these systems,
with their relevant axioms, must be included with the description of S¯x.
These and other local mathematical structures can be collected together into local mathematical universes
at each point, x, of a space and/or time manifold, M . A local universe,
⋃
x, includes all types of systems whose
model structures have local representations, as in Eqs. 12 and 13. It also includes many other types of structures.
Besides vector spaces, algebras, and group representations, a local universe contains, quantum and classical fields.
It also contains expressions for all physical quantities that can be expressed as functions, integrals, or derivatives
over local coordinate representations of M . The nonlocality of these examples occurs within
⋃
x.
Coordinate system representations of M in
⋃
x are expressed by use of charts that map open subsets of M
onto open subsets of R4x.
22 Here M is assumed to be such that, for each x, there are single charts that map all
of M onto R4x. Manifolds that require atlases of charts to cover all of M , as is the case for general relativity,
are excluded here.
The real number labels in a coordinate system, φx(M) on R¯
4
x, are real numbers in R¯x. Here φx denotes a
chart at x. Even though the domain of each φx is all of M , φx is referred to here as a local chart. The reason is
that it is associated with a point, x, of M and the values of φx are locations in R¯
r
x.
For the purposes of this work it is not necessary to specify M in detail. It can either be the space time of
special relativity, as shown in the representation, R¯4x, of M at x, or Euclidean space and/or time.
As far as this work is concerned, M is or represents, the physical space and/or time of the physical universe.
It is the space and time in which material bodies move and interact. Observers, as intelligent beings, are included
as moving and interacting material bodies.
In the following, the variables, x, y, with no subscripts, will always refer to locations in M . Variables with
subscripts, such as ux, vx, will always refer to locations on a coordinate system, φx(M), in
⋃
x .
The description of gauge theories, given in the last section, can be lifted into any local universe. In
⋃
x, the
space time, M, as the domain of various entities, is replaced by a coordinate chart, φx(M), that maps M onto
R¯4x. For each location ux in φx(M), a field, ψx has a value, ψx(ux), in a vector space V¯ux at point, ux. For n
dimensional vector spaces, the gauge transformations, appearing in the covariant derivatives, are elements of
the Lie algebra, su(n)x. The scalar field, θ(x) that appears in the number scaling factor is replaced by θx(ux).
Additional aspects and properties of gauge theories are easily included into
⋃
x by making appropriate changes
of locations from M to those in φx(M), and adding the subscript, x, where needed.
3.1 Some general aspects of local universes
It is best to regard each local mathematical universe as an open collection of mathematical systems. One reason
is that specification of the totality of mathematical systems in each
⋃
x is not possible, nor is it even desirable.
Local universes can be expanded by inclusion of new mathematical systems that are defined or discovered by
mathematicians and physicists, and this process is expected to be unending.
The openness of the universes represents a change from the view used in previous work.11–13 There the
universes were regarded as closed collections containing all the mathematics that an observer can know in
principle. The arguments given above strongly suggest that these universes can never be closed.
Even though the local universes are open and cannot be specified in detail, they do have some interesting
properties. As noted above, they do contain structures for all types of numbers and for many types of mathe-
matical systems that include numbers in their description. Also all structures in
⋃
x have in common the fact
that they are local on M . They are all associated with point x of M .
Universes at different locations are equivalent in the sense that for each mathematical system type S, there
are structures, S¯y in
⋃
y and S¯x in
⋃
x that are equivalent. This is expressed by means of an isomorphic map
FS,x,y that maps S¯y onto S¯x. If sy is an element in S¯y then sx = FS,x,y(sy) has the same value in S¯x as sy does
in S¯y. Also FS,x,y(OpS,y) = OpS,x and FS,x,y(RelS,y) = RelS,x.
The presence of local universes and local structures places a restriction on the concept of equations that say
that two terms are equal. In all of the following, all valid equations relate elements that are within the same
structure and within the same universe. The few invalid equations that do not satisfy this requirement will be
described as meaningless or not defined.
3.2 Observers and local universes
There is an aspect of the relation between observers and mathematics that supports the idea of local math-
ematical universes. Mathematical logic emphasizes the distinction between syntactic and semantic structures
in mathematics. Semantic structures and their relations, as models of relevant axiom sets, are the ones that
are described in various branches of mathematics and theoretical physics. As such they are required to have
meaning.
The ”meaning of ’meaning’” in mathematics is a subject of much discussion.26 Here there is no intention
to delve into this topic. The only aspect of meaning that is relevant is that statements and properties of
mathematical (and physical) systems are meaningful only in the minds of observers as intelligent beings. In the
absence of observers, no meaning can be given to mathematical (or physical) statements or to their truth or
falseness.
The brain of an observer is the seat of meaningfulness in that statements and equations are meaningful to
an observer only when registered in the brain.† Mathematical information in textbooks or spoken by a lecturer
is meaningless until it has entered the the observers brains.
It follows from this, and the relatively small size of a brain, that meaningfulness is a local concept limited to
the size of the brain. Here, to make things simple, it is assumed that observers and their brains occupy points in
the physical space and time manifold, M . As a result, the mathematics that can have meaning to an observer,
Ox at point x ofM, is limited to the structures and systems at x. This is the mathematics in
⋃
x . If the observer
moves on a world path, p(τ), then at proper time τ the collection of systems that can have meaning to Op(τ) are
those in
⋃
p(τ) .
†Details on how they are registered are of great interest. However this is outside the purview of this work.
The use of the expression, ”can have meaning” instead of ”have meaning” shows that this is a one way
implication only. The implication, ’If structure S¯x has meaning to Ox, then it is in
⋃
x’, is valid. The converse
is not necessarily valid because an observer may not understand, or know very little mathematics.
The relations of observers to the underlying manifold, M, and to local universes can be made clear by means
of a figure, shown here as figure 1. This figure shows two universes and two observers at points x and y for a
2 dimensional flat manifold, M. The two are representative of the infinite number of universes, each associated
with a point of M . Coordinate systems are represented as are collective representations of a few of the different
types of systems. The overlined dots stand for many other types of mathematical systems in the universes.
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of different mathematical universes at different points in a Manifold M . For ease of
illustration the manifold is assumed to be two dimensional. Two examples of the universes at points x and y are shown.
In each universe, φ(M) with subscripts, denotes the coordinate systems, also shown schematically, Nu denotes, collectively,
structures for the different types of numbers, and V ec and Alg denote, collectively, structures for the different types of
vector spaces and algebras. The dots with overline denote the presence of many other structures. Ox and Oy denote
observers at positions, x, and y.
It should be noted that these local universes are assumed to exist at all points, x of M, independent of the
presence of an observer. The fact that properties of mathematical structures and the mathematics of theoretical
physics in
⋃
y can have meaning to an observer at x is accounted for by their equivalent representations in
⋃
x.
For instance, a structure S¯y in
⋃
y is represented as the structure, S¯x,y in
⋃
x . Here S¯x,y is the view of S¯y in⋃
x, as seen by Ox. This is clearly necessary if S¯y is to be registered in the brain of Ox. The structure, S¯x,y, is
equivalent to S¯x in the sense that the value of each element, sx,y in S¯x,y is the same as is the value of sx in S¯x.
also the operations and relations in S¯x,y are the same as those in S¯x.
In this case, S¯x,y can be identified with S¯x and they can both be regarded as the same structure. However, as
will be seen later, for many structures, this is a special case of a more general one in which S¯x,y is not equivalent
to S¯x.
The same description holds for the view that Oy has of structures in
⋃
x . The structure, S¯y,x is the repre-
sentation of S¯x in
⋃
y . It is equivalent to S¯y and can be identified with S¯y. As noted above, this is a special case
of a more general representation.
3.3 Gauge theories in local universes
The description of gauge theories in Section 2 was based on fields and covariant derivatives that are based on
points of M . This description can be lifted into each local universe by replacing M by a coordinate system,
φx(M), in
⋃
x . In this case, the covariant derivative, Dµ.xψ in Eq. 2 has a local representation in
⋃
x as
(Dµ,ux)xψx = lim
∆uµx→0
(Uux,ux+∆uµx )xψx(ux +∆u
µ
x)− ψx(ux)
∆uµx
. (14)
The integration variable, x, is replaced by the variable ux in φx(M). The subscript x is retained to indicate
membership in
⋃
x .
This change of integration variable and interpretation of x applies to the other expressions and results of
gauge theories. The vector space (V¯x)ux , has a local complex scalar field, (C¯x)ux associated with it. Here local
means local with respect to points on φx(M) in
⋃
x .
Number scaling is introduced by replacing (Uux,ux+∆uµx )x in Eq. 14 by
e(A
µ
x
(ux)∆u
µ
x
)(Uux,ux+∆uµ)x.
Use of this in gauge theory gives a result that is similar to that already obtained. ~Ax is a vector field on φx(M)
and is the gradient of a scalar field, θx, which is a spin 0 boson. For each ux in φx(M), the field, θx, has values,
θx(ux), in (R¯x)ux .
3.4 Maps between structures in different universes
As was noted, the local universes are equivalent in that for any structure S¯y in
⋃
y, there is an equivalent
structure, S¯x in
⋃
x and conversely. This holds for any pair, x, y of points in M .
For any structure type, S, this equivalence can be expressed by isomorphic maps. For structures, S¯y at y and
S¯x at x, the map FS,x,y is defined from Eq. 13 as
Fx,y(S¯y) = {Fx,y(Sy), Fx,y(Opy), Fx,y(Rely), Fx,y(Ky)}
= {Sx, Opx, Relx,Kx} = S¯x.
(15)
To save on notation, the subscript S has been removed from the map designation.
Depending on ones viewpoint, the map Fx,y either corresponds to or defines the notion of ’same value as’,
’same operation as’, and ’same relation as’. For each element, sy in Sy, Fx,y(sy) = sx is the same element in Sx
as sy is in Sy. For each operation, opy in Opy, Fx,y(opy) = opx is the same operation in Opx as opy is in Opy.
The same equivalence holds for the relations and constants.
If S¯y is a structure that uses other structures in its description, then the map Fx,y must be extended to
include these other structures. As an example, the isomorphic map FH,x,y of the Hilbert space, H¯y onto H¯x
(both of the same number of dimensions) includes a map FC,x,y of C¯y onto C¯x as part of its description. The
map FH,x,y is defined from Eq. 5 by
FH,x,y(H¯y) = {FH,x,y(Hy), FH,x,y(±y),
FHC,x,y(·y), FC,x,y(〈−,−〉y), FH,x,y(ψy)} = H¯x.
(16)
The map component, FHC,x,y(·y) is defined by
FHC,x,y(cy ·y αy) = FC,x,y(cy)FHC,x,y(·y)FH,x,y(αy) = cx ·x αx.
Here cx and αx are the same complex number in C¯x and vector in H¯x as are the number, cy in C¯y and the vector,
αy in H¯y. Also
FC,x,y(〈αy, ψy〉y) = 〈FH,x,y(αy), FH,x,y(ψy)〉x = 〈αx, ψx〉x
is the same complex number in C¯x as 〈αy, ψy〉y is in C¯y.
4. SPACE AND/OR TIME INTEGRALS
These maps are sufficient for mapping many expressions in physics from one universe to their equivalents in other
universes. They are especially useful for describing physical quantities that are non local. These are quantities
that include derivatives and integrals over space and/or time in their description.
So far derivatives have been discussed for gauge theories. Here attention is turned to integrals. There are
two types of integrals over space and or time. Local ones over coordinate systems in a universe, x, and nonlocal
ones over the manifold, M . Local ones are discussed first.
4.1 Local space and/or time integrals
A simple example of a local space and/or time integral is that of a complex valued field, If fy is a complex valued
field in
⋃
y such that, for each location, uy, in φy(M), fy(uy) is a complex number in C¯y, then the integral of fy
over φy(M) is given by
If,y =
∫
fy(uy)duy. (17)
The corresponding integral over φx(M) of the corresponding function in
⋃
x is given by
If,x =
∫
fx(ux)dux. (18)
The requirement that If,x is the same integral in
⋃
x as is If,y in
⋃
y includes conditions that must be satisfied.
These conditions are that the chart, φy and function fy must be the same in
⋃
y as are the chart φx and function,
fx in
⋃
x . If this is the case, then the numerical value of If,y in
⋃
y is the same as the value of If,x in
⋃
x . This
can be expressed by
FI,x,y(If,y) = If,x. (19)
There are two conditions that must be satisfied so that φx(M) is the same coordinate system in
⋃
x as φy(M)
is in
⋃
y . One is that the tuple, uy of real number labels in φy(M) is the same as is the tuple, ux, in φx(M).
This is expressed by use of an isomorphic map, FR4,x,y that takes R4y onto R4x such that for each quadruple,
uy in R4y,
FR4,x,y(uy) = {FR,x,y(uy,µ) : µ = 1, 2, 3, 4} = {ux,µ : µ = 1, 2, 3, 4}. (20)
The other condition is that uy and ux must correspond to the same point on M . This is satisfied by the
requirement that, for each uy in φy(M), φx(φ
−1
y (uy)) = ux. These two conditions can be combined into the
expression
φx(φ
−1
y (uy)) = ux = FR4,x,y(uy). (21)
The condition that fy is the same function as fx is given by the equation,
FC,x,y(fy(uy)) = fx(φxφ
−1
y (uy))) = fx(ux). (22)
This equation must hold for all pairs uy, ux of number tuples that satisfy Eq. 21.
Since the relations described in Eqs. 21 and 22 may be confusing, they and their relations to the containing
universes are illustrated in Figure 2.
Using these relations enables one to express FI,x,y as a composition of these relations as
FI,x,yIf,y =
∫
x
FC,x,y(fy(uy))Fd,x,y(duy) = If,x. (23)
Here Fd,x,y(duy) = dux is the same short distance in φx(M) as duy is in φy(M).
So far, local descriptions of the space time integrals of the same functions, fx at different locations, x, on M
have been described. The existence of separate universes at each point ofM leads one to consider the possibility
of describing a global integral of a global function, f.
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the relations shown in Eqs. 21 and 22. The underlying manifold is shown as two
dimensional for ease in presentation. The universes are shown with dotted lines. The map FR4,x,y is for the full 4
dimensional space time. The point, x, which is the location of
⋃
x
, is not shown.
4.2 Global space and/or time integrals
Let {φx : xǫM} be a family of charts on M . The charts are all the same in that for each pair, x, y of locations
on M φx and φy satisfy Eq. 21. Let {fx : xǫM} be a family of complex valued functions where for each x in M ,
fx is a function in
⋃
x with domain φx(M) and range in or on C¯x. The functions in the family are the same in
that for each pair, x, y of points on M fx is the same as fy in that they satisfy Eq. 22.
Define a global chart type map, φ, from the family of charts by
φ(y) = φy(y). (24)
The map, φ is not strictly a chart because the values of φ are in different local coordinate systems. However it
is equivalent to a chart because for any x on M, FR4,x,y(φ(y)) = φx(y) for all y in M .
Define fφ to be a function with domain, φ(M), and range such that for each y in M ,
fφ(φ(y)) = fy(φ(y)) = fy(φy(y)). (25)
Here fy is a function in the family defined earlier. Let If,φ be the integral of fφ over φ(M). It is given by
If,φ =
∫
fφ(φ(y))dφ(y) =
∫
fy(φ(y))dφ(y). (26)
This integral is meaningless because fφ(φ(y)) and fφ(φ(x)) are complex numbers in different structures. Addition
of these numbers, implied by the definition of integrals, is not defined as addition is defined only within a structure,
not between structures. Also dφ(y) is undefined.
The fact that dφ(y) is not defined follows from noting that
dφ(y) = φ(y + dy)− φ(y) = φy+dy(y + dy)− φy(y). (27)
The righthand subtraction is undefined because φy+dy(y + dy) and φy(y) are locations in coordinate systems at
different sites on M. As was the case for the values of f, subtraction of coordinate values is not defined between
coordinate systems at different locations. It is defined only within a coordinate system at a given location.
These problems with If,φ can be fixed by choosing a reference location, x, mapping the values of the integrand
to the same values in
⋃
x and then doing the integration. The first step is to map dφ(y) to dφx(y) This is achieved
by noting that
FR4,x,y+dy(φ(y + dy))− FR4,x,y(φ(y)) = φx(y + dy)− φx(y) = dφx(y). (28)
This follows from the definitions of FR4,x,y, Eq. 20, and φ, Eq. 24.
Use of FC,x,y and FR4,x,y to map fy(φ(y)) to the same value,
FC,x,y(fy(φ(y))) = fx(FR4,x,y(φ(y))) = fx(φx(y)), (29)
in
⋃
x as fy(φ(y)) is in
⋃
y, gives the result that
FI,f,x,φ(If,φ) =
∫
x
FC,x,y(fy(φ(y)))FR4 ,x,y,y+dy(dφ(y))
=
∫
x
fx(FR4,x,y(φ(y)))dφx(y) =
∫
x
fx(ux)dux = If,x.
(30)
Here FR4,x,y,y+dy is defined from equation 28 by
dφx(y) = FR4,x,y,y+dy(dφ(y)).
Figure 3 shows the relations between the various parameters for these global functions just as Fig. 2 does for
the local expressions. The figure has a lot of material on it. However it should be an aid to understanding the
results.
Figure 3. Relations between the global and local functions and maps used in the integrals. fφ and φ are global functions
and coordinate charts that take values in the complex number structures and coordinate systems at different locations in
M , This is shown in detail for two points, x and y. fx, fy , and φx, φy are local functions and local coordinate charts that
take values in C¯x, C¯y and in φx(M), φy(M) respectively. The universes of systems at x and y are also shown with dotted
lines.
This result shows that, for each x in M , the global expression, If,φ of the integral of f over φ(M) can be
given meaning by mapping the integrand to
⋃
x and then integrating. The result obtained is identical to the
local integral of fx over φx(M), as given in Eq. 18.
This equivalence between maps of global space and/or time integrals to local integrals is expected to hold for
many physical quantities. For example, consider the local expression at x for a quantum wave packet, ψx as
ψx =
∫
|ux〉xψx(ux)dux. (31)
The integral is over all locations, ux in φx(M). Here M is a three dimensional Euclidean space. The integrand,
hx = |−〉xψx(−), can be regarded as a Hilbert space valued function, hx, that takes values, hx(ux) in H¯x, C¯x for
each ux in φx(M). For each x, H¯x is a Hilbert space in
⋃
x that can be used to describe wave packets as integrals
over φx(M).
One can proceed as was done for the complex valued function f. Define a family, {hx : xǫM} of vector valued
functions that are pairwise the same. This means that if uy and ux are related by Eq. 21, then hy(uy) is the
same vector in H¯Cy ≡ H¯y, C¯y as hx(ux) is in H¯Cx. This is expressed by the use of isomorphic maps as
FHC,x,y(hy(uy)) = hx(FR3,x,y(uy)) = hx(ux). (32)
Define a global function, h, on φ(M) by h(φ(y)) = hy(φ(y)) = hy(φy(y)). For each y, h(φ(y)) is a vector in
H¯Cy in
⋃
y . As was the case for f, the global integral,
ψφ =
∫
h(φ(y))dφ(y) =
∫
|φ(y)〉yψy(φ(y))dφ(y) (33)
is not defined. However it can be mapped to a local integral at x that is the same as is the integral for ψx.
The map is similar to that given in Eq. 30. One obtains
FI,h,x,φ
∫
h(φ(y))dφ(y) =
∫
x
FHC,x,y(hy(φ(y)))FR3 ,x,y,y+dy(dφ(y))
=
∫
x
hx(FR3,x,y(φ(y)))dφx(y) =
∫
x
hx(φx(y))dφx(y)
=
∫
x
|ux〉xψx(ux)dux = ψx.
(34)
One sees that this example is similar to the one for the function f in that the local representation, at x, of
the global integral of the global function, h, over φ(M), is identical to the local integral of the local function, hx,
over φx(M).
5. EFFECTS OF SCALING ON INTEGRALS
The results obtained so far show that local representations of nonlocal physical quantities, such as integrals over
space and/or time, are the same as local representations of global descriptions of these physical quantities. This
equivalence does not hold if scaling is present. This was already seen for derivatives in gauge theories. Here the
affect on integrals is outlined.
Scaling is present whenever mathematical elements must be moved from one location to another on M. This
effect will clearly be present in integrals of quantities over M . The movement is needed because, as was seen,
integrals are defined only locally within a universe,
⋃
x, at some point, x.
A good way to describe the effects of scaling is by a factorization of the maps FS,y,x that map S¯x isomorphically
onto S¯y. Note that FS,y,x is the inverse of FS,x,y. For the complex numbers, FC,y,x factors according to
C¯y = FC,y,x(C¯x) = ZC,y,xWC,y,xC¯x = ZC,y,xC¯
r
x. (35)
Here
C¯rx = {C
r
x,±
r
x,×
r
x,÷
r
x, 0
r
x, 1
r
x} = {rCx,±x
×x
r
, r÷x, 0x, rx} (36)
is the scaled representation of C¯y in
⋃
x . The right hand representation shows the components of C¯
r
x in terms of
those of C¯x.
The factor,
r ≡ ry,x =
(ry)x
rx
= eθ(y)x−θ(x) (37)
is the scaling factor, where rx and (ry)x are defined in Eq. 11. Here (ry)x is the same real number value in R¯x
as ry is in R¯y, and θ is a scalar field defined on M .
In what follows it is useful to first lift θ to an equivalent scalar field, θφ, defined over the global coordinate
system values in φ(M). Also let {θy : yǫM} be a family of local scalar fields that are all the same. For each y,
θy is a real valued scalar field in
⋃
y with domain φy(M) and such that for each y in M , θ(y) = θy(φy(y)). Then
θ(y) ≡ θφ(φ(y)) = θy(φy(y)). The corresponding change in the definition of ry,x is given by
ry,x ≡ rφ(y),φ(x) = e
θ(φ(y))x−θ(φ(x)). (38)
Here θ(φ(y))x is the same value in R¯x as θ(φ(y)) is in R¯y.
Let f be the global function, as defined in Eq. 25, with domain φ(M). For each u in φ(M), f(u) is a complex
number in C¯y. Here y is the location in M such that φ(y) = u. Equivalently, y = φ
−1(u).
Let u and v be coordinate values defined by φ(y) = u and φ(x) = v. Addition of a complex number, f(u),
in C¯y to f(v) in C¯x, with scaling included, corresponds to addition, at x, of the scaled representation, f(u)
r
x, of
f(u) at x, to f(v). f(u)rx is related to f(u)x by
f(u)rx =WC,y,xFC,x,y(f(u)) = ru,vf(u)x. (39)
Here f(u)x is the same complex number value in C¯x as f(u) is in C¯y.
It follows that the global integral of f over {φ(y) : yǫM}, referred to
⋃
x, is given by
If,θ,x =
∫
x
(eθx(ux)−θx(v))f(ux)dux. (40)
This integral is over φx(M) or R¯
4
x. The integration variable, ux, ranges over all coordinate values in φx(M). It
is related to u in φy(M) by ux = φx(φ
−1
y (u)).
The scalar field, θx has domain φx(M) and range R¯x. It is equivalent to θ in that θ(u) is the same real
number value in R¯y as θx(φx(φ
−1
y (u))) is in R¯x. Here, as before, φ(y) = u is a coordinate value in φy(M).
In order to avoid confusion about the effect of scaling, it is necessary to be very explicit in the representation
of the integrand in Eq. 40. The steps in obtaining the integral are given by
If,θ,x =
∫
WC,y,xFC,x,y(f(φ(y)) ×y dφ(y)) =
∫
x
WC,y,x(f(ux)x ×x dux)
=
∫
x
(rux,vf(ux)x)
×x
rux,v
(rux,vdux) =
∫
x
rux,vf(ux)xdux.
(41)
Note that the whole term in the integrand must be scaled. One cannot scale the factors separately and then
multiply them afterwards. The scaling of the multiplication operation must also be included. If this is done,
then the correct number, one, of scaling factors is obtained, as shown in Eq. 40.
The same effect of scaling shows up in the mapping of the global expression for a wave packet ψ =
∫
M
|y〉dy
to an equivalent expression of an integral over φ(M) as ψ =
∫
φ
|φ(y)〉dφy . The equivalent local expression as an
integral over φx(M) is given by Eqs. 31 or 34.
Inclusion of scaling replaces these expressions for ψx by
ψθx =
∫
x
(eθx(ux)−θx(v))|ux〉xψx(ux)dux. (42)
The presence of the scaling factor follows from the effects of scaling on Hilbert spaces shown in Eq. 10.
These two examples are representative of the effects of scaling on theoretical descriptions of physical quantities.
Other examples, including some effects on geometry, are given in.11, 12 As noted in the introduction, this work
differs from the earlier work in that special emphasis is placed on the role played by coordinate charts. These lift
global expressions of nonlocal quantities defined over M to local expressions defined over φx(M) in a universe,⋃
x at a location, x on M .
There is one effect of scaling on integral expressions that remains to be discussed. In the description of the
effects of scaling the differential line element dφ(y) is simply replaced by dux. One might think that, because
dφ(y) is itself nonlocal, an extra scaling factor is needed to account for this nonlocality.
This is not the case. From Eq. 27 one sees that
dφ(y) = φ(y + dy)− φy .
The corresponding representation in φx(M) is given by Eq. 27 as
dφx(y) = φx(y + dy)− φx(y).
Inclusion of scaling replaces this expression by
dφrx(y) ≡ du
r
x = e
θx(ux+dux)−θx(ux)(ux + dux)− ux. (43)
Replacement of the scaling exponent by (dθ(ux)/dux)dux and expansion of the scaling factor in powers of
the exponent gives
durx = (1 + (dθ(ux)/dux)dux + · · · )(ux + dux)− ux = dux. (44)
Terms containing dux to the first and higher powers are neglected as they are vanishingly small. This shows that
scaling inside dφ(y) has no effect and can be ignored.
6. DISCUSSION
There are many aspects of local mathematics and number scaling that need more work. For example one would
like to know what physical property, if any, is described by the scalar field, θ. As was noted, there are many
different scalar fields proposed in physics. These include the Higg’s boson, quintessence, the inflaton, etc.23–25
Whether any of these fields can be described by θ remains to be seen.
It is important to keep in mind the fact that all descriptions of physical systems at far away cosmological
points are described by us, as observers in a local reference region, We use the mathematics in
⋃
x where x is any
point in the region. The magnitudes of physical quantities at far away locations are represented by us, locally,
as scaled magnitudes. For example, a far away distance element ds2y at space and time y = y, t has a scaled
representation at x = x, t′ given by
(ds2y)
θ
x = e
θ(y,t)x−θ(x,t
′)ds2x. (45)
Here x is any space point in our local region and t′ is the present age of the universe, about 14× 109 years.
From this equation one sees that the space and time dependence of θ can be chosen so that for times, t
right after the big bang, the local x, t′ representation of time t distance elements, includes a large contraction
factor. As an example let θ(x, t) → −∞ as t→ 0, the time of the big bang. One can mimic inflation by letting
θ(x, t) increase at a very fast rate, even exponentially fast. This results in our representing distance elements as
increasing very fast as time increases from the big bang. The rate of increase of θ can then slow down to show
a slow and continuing increase of distance elements at the present time.
In general, the space and time dependence of θ can be used to describe the functional dependence on space
and time locations of the magnitudes of many physical quantities when referred to a local coordinate system,
φx(M). The functional dependence may be depend on the physical quantity being considered. However, the
underlying manifold, M remains unchanged.
So far general relativity has not been treated here. This needs to be changed. Expansion of this work
to include general relativity is work for the future. Also quantum mechanical effects need to be more deeply
embedded into the setup than is shown by the wave packet example described earlier.
A fact that may help in expanding the description of local mathematics and scaling is that the inclusion of
number scaling into gauge theories results in a vector field, ~A(x), description of scaling. The scalar field θ was
introduced by the additional assumption that ~A(x) is conservative and is the gradient of a scalar field, θ.12 If one
drops this assumption, then the description of space time integrals gets much more complicated because space
and time integrals must include path dependence, perhaps as path integrals.
Another somewhat more philosophic point concerns the relation of observers to the manifold, M and the
local universes. As shown in Fig. 1, observers are at different locations, x, y on M in the cosmologically local
reference region. The mathematics available to an observer at x is that in
⋃
x . Here M is supposed to represent
the actual physical cosmological space and time with observers at positions in the local reference region.
As long as observers in the local region are describing properties of physical systems within the universe,
this picture is valid. The possibility of problems arises when observers attempt to describe the evolution and
dynamics of the universe as a whole.This requires that mathematical descriptions of M , and all systems within
the universe, including the observers, and a description of the universe itself, be described within a local universe.
Achieving this seems problematic at least from a mathematical viewpoint. There is no problem in including
observers as physical systems. However an observers description of the physical universe is a metamathematical
description of a theory describing the universe. As such it is outside the universe, and it places some aspects of
the observer outside the universe. One aspect of this is that it includes lifting M past an observer into a local
universe so that mathematically the observer is now external to M .
This problem might be solved if one can find a mathematical description or model, in
⋃
x, of an observer, at
x and outside of
⋃
x, describing a mathematical model of the physical universe in
⋃
x. This seems problematic
at best.
7. CONCLUSION
In this work some consequences of number scaling and the local availability of mathematics were discussed. The
gauge theory origins of these assumptions were summarized. Emphasis was placed on the use of coordinate
charts to lift global descriptions on a background space and time manifold to descriptions based on coordinate
systems within local mathematical universes. The role of observers in giving meaning to mathematics locally
was noted. Some of the effects of number scaling described by a scalar field were described. The field θ, appears
in gauge theories as a scalar boson with spin 0.
The affect of θ on descriptions of space and or time integrals or derivatives in physics, and the lack of
experimental evidence for θ, place restrictions on the field. The coupling constant of θ with other fields in gauge
theories must be very small compared to the fine structure constant. Also the gradient of θ must be very small
in a local region of cosmological space and time that includes us as observers. So far, there are no restrictions
on θ at locations far away from our local region.
Additional items and open problems were described in the discussion section. As they show, there is much
work needed to further develop consequences of local mathematics and number scaling. It is hoped to pursue
these in the future.
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